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Abstract 

In recent years Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cells have gained increasing attention in the 

e-mobility sector being a compelling powertrain solution and alternative to battery-

driven electrical vehicles. Short refueling periods, long range capacity and reliability 

at high loads amongst others render the fuel cell technology advantageous, 

especially for heavy duty applications such as public transport and commercial 

vehicles [1]. These use cases however come along with challenging demands for 

stable operation due to their dynamic load profiles. In fuel cell operation such 

requirements can only be fulfilled when reactant gases are steadily provided while at 

the same time product water is efficiently removed. This multiphase counterflow is 

typically realized using carbon-based gas diffusion layers (GDLs) coated with a 

hydrophobic additive easing water removal. However, multiphase flow in GDLs is 

very complex and underlying transport phenomena not yet sufficiently understood. In 

addition, material design and experimental testing is expensive and long-lasting. A 

simulation approach offers therefore a large potential to deepen understanding of 

occurring transport phenomena while promoting material development. 

In our work we simulate the flow of liquid water through porous gas diffusion media 

using a 3D color-gradient Lattice Boltzmann model [2]. The simulations are carried 

out on complex geometries as derived by binarization of µCT images for a real 

microstructure of a Freudenberg GDL. To investigate the influence of mixed 

wettability on multiphase flows a hydrophobic additive (PTFE) is furthermore included 

using an in-house distribution algorithm. With this routine different homogeneous and 

heterogeneous spatial distributions of PTFE are realized within the GDL. Imposing 

variable capillary pressures we then derive material dependent effective transport 

parameters such as capillary pressure-saturation curves for different additive 

contents and distributions. By simulating the consecutive intrusion and drainage of 

water we recover a characteristic hysteresis behavior for the liquid saturation 

depending on the PTFE distribution. These investigations contribute on the one hand 

to a better comprehension of transport mechanisms within GDLs. On the other hand 
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can these effective transport parameters be used in cell-level simulation suites 

offering a more realistic description for multiphase flow in porous GDL material as 

compared to commonly used relations such as the standard Leverett approach [3]. 
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Figure 1: Workflow as developed for this research. Top left: GDL microstructures are 
reconstructed by binarization of µCT images. Top right: PTFE is distributed as a 
hydrophobic agent onto the binarized fiber structure using an in-house algorithm. 



Bottom: Effective transport parameters such as capillary pressure-saturation relations 
are derived by simulating liquid water transport through fibrous microstructures using 

the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM). 


